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Bose,   Atindranath—History   as   Science,    OR.    LXXXI,
pp. 149-156.	[1387
A general survey of " History " beginning from the criptic messages
of the primitive man, in point of view of science.
Bullock, H.—George Thomas's Grave  at Berhampore. BPP.
LXI, pp. 13-14.	[1388
Deals with the attempts which have been made to identify the
grave of George Thomas, the Irish military adventurer who died on
board his pinnace near Berhampore on his way down to Calcutta,
on 22nd August, 1802.
Cadell,  P. R.—[Some   Influence   that   Made   the   British
Administration  in  India]  by M. Euthnaswamy, London, -
1939.   See ABIHL II, No. 1124.	[1389
"If such workers appear,'their irritation, at least, can be guaranteed.
• There is neither index nor table of contents.   It would, however, be
ungenerous not to recognise the wealth of material available for the
industrious digger, who  is able to  disregard the  author's  habit  of
leaping from one era to another without warning".
1JRAS. 1941, pp. 179-180.
Oamboya, H. M,—Hindustanno Itihas, (Gujarati text). Crown
16mo. pp. 300.   K. V. Joshi, Limbdi, 194L	[1390
History of India.
Chakrabarti, B. B.—Committee of  Records  in  Early  19th
Century.   In No. 1222, pp. 18-21,	[1391
Gives a brief account of  the origin, object, and constitution of a
body called the Committee of Records, and how it abruptly came to
an end.   The records relate to land and land tenure.
	Introduction of Tea Plantation in India.   BPP. LXI,
pp. 55-64	[1392
Describes the  experimental• cultivation,   the discovery  in   Assam,
5 and the ultimate industry.
Chakravarti, P. 0.—The Art of War in Ancient India,
University of Dacca Bulletin No. 21, 9M"*6", pp, 212.
Eamna (Dacca), 1941.	[1393
** Exhaustive and up-to-date treatment of this very fascinating
aspect of ancient Indian culture. In it the author has discussed the
following topics: The Army and a general sketch of its composition;
Strength of Armies; The Infantry, War chariots; The Cavalry;
Elephants; Naval War-fare; Military espionage; Military adminis-
tration; Army on the march; The Camp; Army in the field;
Fortification and Siege-craft, and On Arms and Armour"

